Cloning and expression in Escherichia coli of the D-aspartate oxidase gene from the yeast Cryptococcus humicola and characterization of the recombinant enzyme.
The D-aspartate oxidase (DDO) from the yeast Cryptococcus humicola UJ1 (ChDDO) is highly specific to D-aspartate. The gene encoding ChDDO was cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli. Sequence analysis of the ChDDO gene showed that an open reading frame of 1,110 bp interrupted by two introns encodes a protein of 370 amino acids. The deduced amino acid sequence showed an FAD-binding motif and a peroxisomal targeting signal 1 in the N-terminal region and at the C-terminus, respectively, and also the presence of certain catalytically important amino acid residues corresponding to those catalytically important in D-amino acid oxidase (DAO). The sequence exhibited only a moderate identity to human (27.4%) and bovine (28.0%) DDOs, and a rather higher identity to yeast and fungal DAOs (30.4-33.2%). Similarly, phylogenetic analysis showed that ChDDO is more closely related to yeast and fungal DAOs than to mammalian DDOs. The gene expression was regulated at the transcriptional level and specifically induced by the presence of D-aspartate as the sole nitrogen source. ChDDO was expressed in an active form in E. coli to an approximately 5-fold greater extent than in yeast. The purified recombinant enzyme was identical to the native enzyme in physicochemical and catalytic properties.